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Akin to a frightening 

LittleBigPlanet, The 

Warehouse offers 

unlimited scares, play, 

and offers a strong 

community element to 

players. As a way to 

combat the frequent 

desensitisation of 

players in horror games, 

The Warehouse includes 

a level editor so players 

can create their own 

levels and upload them 

online to share with 

friends and others. 

Furthermore, as they 

play through levels and 

build their own, players 

familiarise themselves 

with Spirit Halloween’s 

products. 
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Word Definition 

Bravery  A score assigned to costumes that determines how susceptible a player 

is to the Scare (see below) of proximate enemies.   

Candy  The main resource in the game, used to heal or purchase checkpoints. 

Cone of vision An invisible area in front of the enemy. If the player enters this area, the 

enemy will detect the player’s presence.  

Item An asset that can be used in the level builder, such as candy, costumes, 

keys, decorations, pressure plates, crates, or enemies. 

Haunted Mansion  A base for the player that they can customise and invite their friends 

avatars to. Also serves as a simple way to access friend’s levels. 

Level Builder The level creation aspect of the game. 

Level Searcher  A tool that can be used to search for levels online and on the 

PlayStation network. 

Level Play Playing a level. 

Navigational Puzzles  A puzzle where the player has to get from point A to point B by using 

items to unlock a certain area. Unless the player solves the puzzle they 

will be unable to proceed. 

Palette System  A radial menu  where players can store their most used items in the  

level builder for easier access. 

Pressure Plate An item that triggers an action or event when stepped on by the  player.  

Room Arbitrary sections in levels delimitated by transition doors. 

Scare A score assigned to enemies that determines how quickly a player’s 

Scare-o-Meter (see below) rises, adjusting for the player’s Bravery score. 

Scare-o-Meter  Indicates how scared the player is, and increases depending on a 

player’s Bravery score. 

Single-Player Campaign Refers to the main storyline and the premade levels that are included 

with the game. 

Stealth  Avoiding enemy's cone of vision. 
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Level Play 

Players must find their way through the terrifying Spirit Halloween 

warehouse in order to escape. Faced with navigational puzzles and 

enemies, players must equip different costumes to overcome these 

obstacles.  

Costumes give the player various abilities, so that they can fight en-

emies or shrink in size to squeeze through a tight spot.  

Along the way, players collect candy, which can then be used to 

purchase checkpoints and health. 

Level Builder 

Players  craft their own level using different assets they’ve unlocked 

during play or through achievements. 

Once they’ve finished, they can upload their levels online to be shared 

with other players. This contributes to a sense of community among 

players of The Warehouse and provides new content for others. 
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Costumes 

 

• Determine the player’s attack,        

defence, movement speed, and their 

level of bravery. 

• Some costumes give the player a 

special ability. 

Community 

& Creation 

• Players are strongly encouraged to 

create their own levels and share 

these online with others. 

• Though a single-player game, The 

Warehouse nevertheless aims to give 

players a social experience. This is ac-

complished primarily through players 

visiting each other in their Haunted 

Mansions, which serve as a social 

space and “home base” for players. 

Exploration 

 

• Players must figure out how to open 

locked doors, avoid enemies, traps, 

and pressure plates, find specific ob-

jects, and use costume-specific abili-

ties to solve the puzzle of how to get 

from the beginning point to the end 

point without dying. 

Candy 

 

• Collected throughout level play. 
• Eaten to heal the player’s character. 
• Spent on purchasing checkpoints in 

case of the player’s death. 
• Candy is lost if the player’s character 

becomes too scared. 
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Only open for two or three months out of the year, Spirit Halloween has 

a seasonal business model and only opens physical stores in North 

America. By playing The Warehouse, potential customers from all over 

the world can familiarise themselves with Spirit Halloween’s products 

year round, increasing company profits during the off-season while sim-

ultaneously introducing an international market. 

Spirit Halloween positions it-

self as the go-to company for 

all things Halloween, includ-

ing many decorations and 

animatronics for those seek-

ing to create haunted houses 

in real life! The level-builder in 

The Warehouse encourages 

the same kind of consumer 

creativity and reflects their 

goals as a company. 

 

Players create their own digi-

tal Haunted Mansion in The 

Warehouse, which can be 

then filled with Spirit Hallow-

een’s products that have 

been unlocked through level 

play. 

 

 

Every Halloween season, new 

downloadable content will 

be available for players to 

bolster Spirit Halloween’s 

marketing endeavours. 

 

Content will include any new 

products the company is re-

leasing for the holiday. 

  
 

Players of The Warehouse can experience Spirit Halloween’s 

latest animatronics, costumes, and other items before going 

to the store or purchasing online. 
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Target audience for The Warehouse will be 

individuals above the age of 13, because of the 

game’s likely 13+ rating due to scary content. 

 

Players who enjoy level building games, and 

those who like to play seasonally themed games. 
 

Players of The Warehouse will be owners of Xbox 

or PlayStation consoles or have a PC, as these 

are the planned platforms for release. 

 

As individuals who purchase games from Steam 

and are PC or console owners, the people most 

likely playing The Warehouse will be familiar with 

playing games. 

• Production of horror games has 

slowly shifted from Triple-A studios 

to smaller indie developers in 

recent years. 

• The relatively small scale of The 

Warehouse is suited for 

development within a smaller 

studio. A team of eight to ten 

individuals who are working on the 

game for approximately ten 

months would be ideal. 

• Considering the current average 

salary in the games industry and 

other costs such as rent, legal, 

and computers, a budget goal for 

this game is £250,000. 
 

• After release of the 

game, a small amount 

of the budget must be 

dedicated to continuing 

to pay part of the team 

to make new content 

for the DLCs each 

Halloween season. The 

website that hosts the 

player-designed levels 

will also require a small 

sum to maintain and 

update as is needed. 
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Aiming to offer an immediate but potentially expansive game experience, The 

Warehouse’s objective is to create a game that is easy to learn so that players 

may begin content creation early on in their play. 

The core gameplay of 

Level Play is divided into 

five elements 

• 3D Movement 

• Utilisation of costumes 

• Fighting 
• Stealth 

• Candy collection and 

use 

• The very first time a player enters 

Level Play, regardless of whether 

they are playing the single-player 

campaign or a community created 

level, the player is prompted to 

create and name their avatar. 

• Players can customise their avatars 

by selecting gender, hairstyle, skin 

colour, and clothing. 

• Players must name their avatar. 
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The player experiences the game from a third person perspective, and 

controls their avatar in the 3D environments using either a controller or a 

mouse and keyboard.  

 Example of 

Level Play 

controls for an 

Xbox controller 

• A player’s speed and type of movement is dictated by whatever costume is currently 

equipped by the player’s avatar. The costume template specifies how different ene-

mies and worn costumes compare to each other in terms of speed. 

• If the player is wearing a Stealth-oriented costume they will also have the ability to 

stick to any wall or other type of cover. They will do so by simply moving near a wall 

and orienting their movement prompt (either the left analog stick or the WASD but-

tons) towards the wall and results in their avatar sticking closely to the wall. 

• In this state, moving left or right will make the player slide along the wall, while fully tilt-

ing their movement prompt away from the wall will result in “unsticking” from it. 

• This allows players to steadily avoid the gaze of enemies, as they will stay behind the 

cover of the wall unless they make very sudden movements and alert nearby ene-

mies. 
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This interface design was chosen because it quickly communicates all 

pertinent information to the player by choosing two focus points and does not 

risk distracting the player by cluttering up the screen with useless information.  

 

All the elements of the Level Play UI are 

located in the upper right hand corner 

(resources) and the lower left corner 

(costume). 

UPPER RIGHT 
 

• Health Bar: Indicates the current 

health of the player. 

• Scare-o-Meter: Indicates how scared 

the player’s avatar is. 

• Candies Counter: Indicates the play-

er’s number of candies. 

LOWER LEFT 
 

• Costume Equipped: A stylised picture that 

shows which costume the player is currently 

wearing. 

• Costume Skill: If the costume gives the player a 

skill, it will also be shown here. The cooldown 

after using this skill (if there is one) is conveyed 

by having this picture grey out as it is used, and 

then fill slowly ack again with colour.  
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  BASIC 

VALUE 

 

BASE STATS  DESCRIPTION  MIN MAX NOTES 

Attack  How much damage the player's attack does to 

the enemy's health. 

0 5 0 is a non-combat 

costume. 

Defense  How much an enemy's attack damage is 

reduced. 

0 5 0 is one-hit death 

costume. 

Movement  How fast or slow the player moves. -5 5 0 is the player's basic 

movement speed when 

they do not have a 

costume equipped. 

Brave Determines how effective an enemy's scare level 

is on increasing the player's Scare-o-Meter for the 

duration of time the player is in or touching the 

enemy's scare radius. 

0 3 3 means full immunity. 

Costumes define the player’s base stats and abilities, changing 

how the player interacts with various environmental obstacles 

and enemies. 

 

Costumes are items found in levels. The player can wear a costume by 

walking on it, which then replaces the costume the player was already 

wearing. The replaced costume then respawns in the place where the player 

originally found it. 
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  BASIC 

VALUE 

 SKILL 

VALUE 

ABILITY 

REFERENCE 

DESCRIPTION  MI

N 

M

AX 

MI

N 

MA

X 

NOTES 

Range Long range attack 2 8 1 4 Depending on range. Basic value 

applies to all basic attacks. 

Gating Unlock or pass through a 

costume-specific 

environmental obstacle. 

3 6   Minimum value if the obstacle is only 

impeding the function of normal 

abilities (e.g. cobwebs slows the 

player unless the player has the 

spider costume equipped). 

Maximum value if the player is trying 

to pass through a gate. 

Speed Increases or decreases the 

player's base movement 

speed. 

-5 5    

Mobility Allows the player to instantly 

move a given distance 

without colliding with 

enemies. 

  5 10 Value depends on how far the 

player can move.  

Shroud Reduces the enemy's cone of 

vision. 

2 20 1 10 1 is a slight decrease to the reach of 

the enemy's cone of vision, whereas 

10 halves the reach of the enemy's 

cone of vison. 

Hesitation Gives the player a short 

window of time to exit the 

enemy's cone of vision 

without being detected. 

1 5   Cost depends on how long the 

player can stay in the enemy's cone 

of vision without being detected. 

Stun Stops enemies from moving or 

attacking for an amount of 

time. 

10 15 1 5 Cost depends on duration of stun. 

Basic applies to every standard 

attack. 

Invisibility  The player cannot be 

detected by any enemies for 

a duration of time. 

  4 8 Cost depends on time. Additional 

maluses decrease the cost further 

(e.g. for the duration a player is 

immobile, skill cost is reduced by a 

half; if a player moves slowly, the skill 

cost is reduced by a quarter). 
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As The Warehouse is a single-player 

game, following the point schema 

exactly is not necessary. However, 

it provides a range of how power-

ful costumes should be. 

To encourage more comedic ele-

ments of play, the player can 

equip severely underpowered 

“joke” costumes. However, the 

costume must be amusing enough 

to justify inconveniencing the play-

er. Lastly, taking care not to over-

use joke costumes, especially in the 

singleplayer campaign, will aid in 

keeping the use of joke costumes 

humorous. 

Attack 2 

Defense 2 

Movement 1 

Brave 3 

Ability Mobility (7) 

Total 15 

Attack 0 

Defense 3 

Movement 2 

Brave 0 

Ability Invisibility (The 

player mimes 

a wall to pass 

unnoticed 

and must not 

move), 

Hesitation (2) 

Total 10 

The costumes below serve as examples as a baseline class for both combat 

and stealth styles of play. 

Normal costumes should be around 15 points for combat classes and 10 points 

for stealth classes.  

Powerful costumes should be around 25 points for combat classes and 20 

points for stealth classes. 

Ninja (Combat) 

Mime (Stealth) 
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Play is split between two primary styles: direct combat (fighting), and 

avoidance of enemies (stealth). 

Costumes determine whether or not players have the ability to fight, or must 

instead rely on stealth. 

• Based on the player’s ability to navigate 3D environments. 

• The player can see enemies’ cone of vision directly in the 

environment, and has to avoid it either by walking around 

or using environmental covers to their advantage. 

• If the player enters an enemy’s cone of vision, the enemy 

will become aggressive toward the player.  

• Moving into another room will reset the behaviour of all 

enemies. 

• Fighting costumes allow the player to directly fight enemies. Players can hit enemies with a 

standard attack by pressing the Attack button. Doing so will initiate an attack animation (like 

the swing of a sword) characterised by a hitbox/range and speed that are costume depend-

ent. 

• When the animation’s hitbox comes into contact with an enemy, the enemy will suffer damage 

relative to the costume’s standard attack power. 

• Animations for standard attacks cannot be interrupted, so that even if the player is hit by an 

enemy attack, their own attack is not stopped. The player is also unable to interrupt their own 

attack animations. This gives a quick pace for combat and eliminates the risk of enemy rooms 

causing player frustration, especially important considering given the majority of levels experi-

enced by players are community-created and not carefully tested. 

•  The player doesn’t have a regular defensive vocabulary in the game. While some costumes 

do afford defensive skills, avoiding enemy attacks will mainly accomplished by simply walking 

away at the right time, or attacking and defeating enemies before they can retaliate.  

• Positioning is an important part of the combat experience since the player will want to ap-

proach and defeat enemies in a way that prevents being hit by the attacks of other enemies. 
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Candy is the main resource of the game and can be collected by the player 

as they progress through a level.  

In the single-player campaign, candy will frequently be found in the last room 

or space that a player visits during a level, or received as a reward for killing a 

boss. 

Candy can be found hidden 

in crates and coffins, or 

dropped as the result of 

triggering a pressure plate. 

Candy can be eaten at any 

point during a level to heal the 

player’s avatar. The player can-

not move, attack, or change cos-

tumes while they are eating the 

candy. 

At any point during a lev-

el, players can also buy a 

checkpoint with a more 

substantial amount of can-

dy than is required to heal. 

This checkpoint is then 

marked on the player’s 

mini map and is denoted 

by a small red heart.  

• If a player dies, they will respawn at the space place 

where they were when they purchased their most recent 

checkpoint.  

• When the player respawns, they do so wearing the same 

costume and with the same amount of candy as when 

they bought the checkpoint. 

• Checkpoints only have one use, and once the player dies 

and respawns at a given checkpoint then the checkpoint 

disappears and the heart-shaped marker is removed from 

the mini map.  

• If the player does not purchase another checkpoint 

before they die again, they will respawn at the beginning 

of the level without a costume equipped and with the 

same amount of candy that they began the level with.  

• This also occurs if the player goes through a level without 

purchasing a checkpoint. 

Candy is also lost if 

the player’s Scare-O

-Meter becomes full. 

The player loses 

control over their 

avatar, and 

helplessly watches 

their character run 

back to whatever 

room they were last 

in, dropping half of 

the candies that 

they had collected 

in the level so far. 
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Besides candy, players must manage two other core resources: their health 

and the Scare-o-Meter.  

 

• The player starts each level with a full bar of health. 

• Health is lost by taking damage from harmful elements, like traps or enemies. 

• Once the health meter reaches zero, the player will lose all of their candies and is pre-

sented with a Game Over Screen — unless a checkpoint has been previously created. 

• In the Game Over screen, the player can either restart the current level from the begin-

ning, or go back to the game’s main menu. 

• Whenever a player  is within a certain radius of an enemy their Scare-o-Meter begins to 

fill. When the player leaves this radius, their Scare-o-Meter begins to slowly empty again. 

• The more enemy radiuses the player is within, the faster their Scare-o-Meter will fill.  

• The amount and speed at which the Scare-o-Meter fills up is also dependent on wheth-

er or not the player is wearing a costume that affords them a Bravery score, and the 

Scare level of the enemy. 

• For example, if a player is wearing a costume that affords them a Bravery score of 2, 

and they are within the radiuses of three enemies whose Scare score is 1 each for a to-

tal Scare score of 3, the player’s Scare-o-Meter will slowly and steadily begin to fill. See 

the costume and enemy templates for more information. 

• When a player’s Scare-o-Meter completely fills up, the player’s avatar will run away to 

the previous room they visiting, losing half of the candies that they had collected in the 

level so far. The Scare-o-Meter then immediately drops by half.   
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The enemies in the game are inspired by the animatronics that are produced 

by Spirit Halloween. 

Each enemy is created using the same principles for design, including their 

base stats, behaviors, and abilities. 

  BASIC VALUE  

BASE STATS  DESCRIPTION  MIN MAX NOTES 

Attack  How much damage the enemy's attack does to the 

player's health.  

0 5  

Defense  How much a player's attack damage is reduced.  0 5  

Movement  How fast or slow the enemy moves. Movement speed is 

especially relevant for stealth, since once the enemy 

sees the player they chase and engage the player. 

-5 5 0 is the same speed as 

the 0 speed of the 

player. 

Scare  How much the player's Scare-o-Meter increases during 

the duration of time they are in or touching the 

enemy's scare  

0 5  

Detection  How large the enemy's cone of vision is.  0 10  

Enemies have their own strengths 

and weaknesses that can be ex-

ploited by the player. 
Each enemy created 

in The Warehouse will 

be designed using the 

template above, con-

tinued in the following 

pages. 
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BEHAVIOURS DESCRIPTION  

Behaviours Every enemy has two or more behaviours assigned to it that determines how it 

behaves.  

Engaged  When the player enters a room, all enemies with this behaviour become 

aggressive.  

Patrol  The enemy patrols the environment in a defined path. The enemy becomes 

aggressive if the player enters the enemy's cone of vision.  

Chase  If the enemy is aggressive, it chases the player.  

Immobile  The enemy does not move  

Guard  The enemy does not move. If the player enters the enemy's cone of vision, the 

enemy becomes aggressive.  

Fight  During combat, the enemy circles the player.  

Stumble  Randomly moves around a room. If the player enters the enemy's cone of vision, 

the enemy becomes aggressive.  

Flee If the enemy is aggressive, it runs away from the player.  

Attack 2 

Defense 1 

Movement -1 

Scare 2 

Detection 1 

Behaviours Stumble, 

Chase 

 

Total 5 

Attack 5 

Defense 3 

Movement 4 

Scare 2 

Detection 0 

Behaviours Leaping 

(1) Shield 

(5) 

Total 20 

Zombie 

Example of a weaker enemy that is frequently 

encountered and found in levels in high densi-

ties. 

Pumpkin Knight 

This is an example of a strong 

fighting enemy designed for 

close combat with the play-

er. 
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  BASIC VALUE  

ABILITY REFERENCE DESCRIPTION  MIN MAX NOTES 

Range Long range attack 2 8 Value dependant on 

range  

Splitting  Upon death, another enemy 

spawns.  

4 10 Value depends on the 

strength and number 

of the deployed 

enemies  

Leaping  The enemy closes the distance 

between itself and the player with a 

leap. Leaping allows the enemy to 

pass over any small obstacles in its 

path to the player's current  

position.  

1 4 Value depends on the 

length of the leap  

Invincible  The enemy cannot be damaged.  5 20 Base value is 20. -5 if 

the enemy can also be 

walked through by the 

player. -10 if this trait 

can be removed by 

destroying a specific 

item or having the 

enemy stand on a 

specific spot.  

Charge attack  The enemy performs a strong 

attack, but becomes momentarily 

1 5 Value depends on time 

of stun, and power of 

Shield  The enemy is protected from 

attacks from a certain side.  

2 5 Base value is 5. -3 if the 

shield can breaks after 

a certain number of 

attacks.  
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Once players familiarise themselves with the game, they can try out the Level 

Builder. 

In the Main Menu, players can select “Level Builder” and begin creating their 

own content. 

• It should be noted 

that players cannot 

change the victory or 

defeat conditions for 

their created levels. 

• All levels involve the 

player spawning at a 

set starting point and 

attempting to reach 

a set end point in or-

der to win the level. 

• If the player’s health 

drops to 0, they die 

and lose the level. 

• Regardless of these 

set conditions, players 

can still modify the 

tone and style of their 

levels using different 

items. 
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 Item-List 

Interface 

 Grid-based 

3D Interface 

Items that players have 

unlocked during level 

play appear here in the 

level builder for them to 

use. 

In the picture to the 

right, a player has be-

gun to work on a level 

by adding walls and an 

enemy. 

Players can easily drag 

and drop items onto 

the blank level using 

the 3D grid system. 

 

 

 

The level builder allows players to express 

their creativity by designing their own levels 

and share with their friends to foster a sense 

of community. 

This feature keeps players engaged with new 

levels and prevent the player from 

becoming desensitised to scary elements in 

the game, such as jump scares. 
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Before getting started on a level design, 

players can create three palettes of three 

items. These items are then quickly accessi-

ble through the radial menu shown below. 

 

Players can test their level at any point during the creation stage, which allows 

the player to experience the level in its current state without having to wait 

until a certain amount of assets have been placed. 

 Example of 

Level Builder 

controls for an 

Xbox controller 

If the player decides not to create a palette, one 

will be automatically generated that selects the 

items they last used during the level builder. 

The first time a player enters the level builder, they 

must create a palette. This is to make the flow of 

creation more efficient for players since it requires 

less time scrolling through the item menus. 
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PC Console Action 

Mouse D-pad, Left Analog Stick Move cursor around 

WASD, Arrow Keys, Middle 

mouse button (held) 

Right Analog Stick Rotate Camera 

Tab Back Open inclusive Item menu 

Esc Start General Option menu (name level, 

submit, lighting options, etc.) 

Left mouse button (with 

an item selected) 

A (with an item selected) Place item 

Left mouse button, 

(without item selected, 

and cursor on a placed 

item) 

A (without item selected, 

and cursor on a placed 

item) 

Move or change item settings 

Left mouse button 

(without item selected 

and cursor on an empty 

space) 

A (without item selected 

and cursor on an empty 

space) 

Inclusive item menu 

1,2,3 X, Y, B Palette 

R RB Reset Palette 

T LB Quick Testing 

Middle mouse button LT/RT Zoom in and out 
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Aside from costumes, candy, and enemies, there are plenty of other 

environmental hazards that the player will be able to place in the Level 

Builder. 

Wall 

Basic wall, delimits rooms. 

Trick Wall 

Same as Wall, but it disap-

pears when activated by a 

Pressure Plate or a Lever. 

Doesn’t count toward the 

purpose of delimiting an 

area as a room.  

Lever 

Activates a specific object 

which it is connected to 

when the player interacts 

with it.. 

Key 

Can be picked up by the player and once 

taken it appears near the player’s health bar. 

Opens a specific locked door. 

Pumpkin Door 

The same as Door, but 

is unable to be opened 

unless all the enemies 

in the room which it is 

placed have been de-

feated. 

Animatronics 

Scary animatronics 

with no mechanical 

effect. They jump out 

and make a loud noise 

when activated by a 

Pressure Plate or a Lev-

er. 

Ceiling Box 

Drops the enemies or items 

placed in it when it is activated 

by a Pressure Plate or a Lever. 

Costume Specific Gating 

A door type that can only be opened 

through a specific costume. For example, 

planks that can only be broken by the 

Ninja’s sword. 

Door 

Opened by the player, allowing them to 

move from room to room. 

Automatic Door 

The same as Door, but inaccessible unless 

activated by a Pressure Plate or a Lever. 

 

 Set Pieces 

Harmful objects that do a specific action 

when activated by a Pressure Plate or 

Lever. Examples: a boulder that rolls for-

ward until it hits a wall; water that slowly 

fills a room and killing the player if they 

do not exit in time; spikes that make 

walking on certain parts of the map 

damaging to the player.  

Locked Door 

The same as Door, but is inacces-

sible unless the player has found 

the corresponding key.  

Pressure Plate 

Activates a specific 

object which it is con-

nected to when the 

player steps on it. 

Cover 

Smaller wall that can’t delimit 

rooms. Ideal to create stealth 

cover in the middle of rooms. 
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A unique aspect of our level builder is that players have the ability to place 

pressure plates. This was inspired by Spirit Halloween’s actual store, because as 

customers walk through the company’s warehouse, they step on hidden 

pressure plates that activate the scary animatronics. 

• When placing pressure plates, players 

choose what action/event is triggered 

by stepping on the plate.  

• Possible actions/events include candy 

appearing, enemies spawning, or per-

haps a jump scare like a spider falling 

out of a ceiling box and onto the play-

er’s head. 

• Players drag a wire from the pressure plate to an-

other placed asset to indicate that the appear-

ance of this asset is the result of the triggered 

pressure plate. 

• The connecting wire is invisible except when 

viewing the level in the builder. 

• In the example above, the player has dragged 

the wire from the plate to the enemies behind 

the wall. During the level, the triggering of the 

pressure plate would result in the enemies be-

coming visible to the player.  
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The player is named Rosie. She is a 20 years old female, fairly experienced in playing horror and action games 

but with no design experience. She bought the game because the idea of making levels to scare her friends 

appealed to her. 

 

After a couple of hours playing the single player campaign and getting accustomed to the game’s core 

gameplay elements, Rosy decides to finally start up the builder and try to create her first level. She is initially 

presented with a prompt that asks her to select a size for the level’s area and create a palette. 

 

She selects a large level area, just to have as much space possible, then tries to understand what a palette is. 

After having selected the option to create a palette, she sees the item list unfolding, and notices that the in-

terface prompts her to add those items to the four face buttons of her controller. She realises that a palette is 

a way to quickly access those items, so for now she just adds walls and door to it, as those seem to be quite 

an important component of creating levels. 

 

After this, Rosie is presented with a huge empty space in which to make her level. She tentatively creates a 

corridor, just to test out the controls, but soon realizes she still doesn’t have much of an idea about what kind 

of level to make. To search for inspiration, she starts scrolling through the item list and stops when she finds an 

item that spawns a scary ghost face on the player’s screen when they steps on a specific tile. Amused as she 

imagines the potential reactions her friend would have to this jump scare, she decides to place it at the door 

just before the end of the corridor she’d just created. 

 

After placing the items, Rosie uses the live testing feature of the editor to immediately jump into the room and 

check if everything is working correctly. Satisfied, she begins thinking that an empty corridor might be way too 

suspicious to her friend, so in order to make the jump scare be a surprise she decides to make the corridor into 

a room that will contain some enemies for her friend to fight. 

 

She erases the outer walls of the corridor and transforms it into a small room by adding more walls. She then 

searches the item list for enemies that seem appropriate to the situation and immediately settles on skeletons, 

since she had fought against skeletons during the early levels of the single-player campaign. Rosie places a 

bunch of skeletons in the room. 

 

Testing the level again, Rosie finds herself quickly killed by the skeletons and remembers that without placing a 

costume somewhere in her level, the player has no way of actually fighting. She quickly searches the item list 

for costumes and selects a knight costume then sets it down near to where the player spawns. Rosie likes the 

knight costume, as she’s worn it during the campaign and enjoyed fighting the fast-acting skeletons with the 

slightly slower knight attack. She smiles inwardly at the fact that a fantasy theme is emerging from her level, 

complete with knights and skeletons. 

 

With the costume and the enemies placed, Rosie decides to once again test the room, and this time every-

thing seem to work smoothly. She passes a couple of minutes tweaking the number and placement of the en-

emies until she’s satisfied. At this point, she feels pretty proud to have created her first game section, so she 

decides to save the game so she won’t lose her progress when she has to stop playing. She names the level 

“Knightmare” for now and chooses no when the game prompts her to upload the level to the community, as 

it’s not yet finished. 
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Sort by: Selecting this will allow 

levels to be sorted 

alphabetically, by most/least 

popular, and oldest/newest. 

 

Friend’s levels: Players can see 

what levels their friends have 

uploaded. 

 

Top rated this week: The top 

ten levels as voted by the 

community will be shown here, 

updated every Sunday. 

 

Favourites: Any levels that the 

player has favourited will 

appear here. 

• Level Searcher is a tool that allows players access 

levels that are made by community members. 

• Accessible from The Warehouse’s main menu 

screen, is available through a website online, and 

from the PlayStation Network. 

• Levels are tagged by the creator with different 

qualifiers such as difficulty, length, combat style, 

etc.  

• When looking for levels to play, players can search 

for specific tags to narrow down their results to the 

specific kind of level they want to play. 

• Once the player selects their tags, levels appear in 

order of the most popular to least popular. 

Popularity of levels is determined by how many 

favourites and downloads it has. 

Once players have created their perfect level, they can publish them online 

for other players to download and experience. Players can also find 

community-created levels on the game’s Level Searcher or on the 

supplementary website. 
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• Fully customisable with the same 

items that are available in the Lev-

el Builder. 

• Any trophy items and achieve-

ments are displayed here in glass 

cases around the house.  

• Players can also invite their friends 

over to their Haunted Mansion 

through the PlayStation Network, 

Steam, and Xbox Live. 

• While in a friend’s Haunted Man-

sion, a player can view their 

friend’s created levels, the levels 

their friend has recently played, as 

well as see a list of levels their 

friends have favourited in the 

“recommended” section. 

Like a player’s 

pod in Little-

BigPlanet, the 

Haunted Man-

sion serves as a 

base for the 

player. Here, 

they can invite 

friends over 

and show off 

their trophies! 
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The goal of The Warehouse’s audiovisual design is to accurately portray Spirit 

Halloween’s personality as company and effectively embody the game’s 

comedy-horror theme. 

The game’s audiovisual elements were also designed with the dual purpose of 

communicating important information to the player about the game’s 

mechanics.  

Rather than using a traditional 

soundtrack or score, audio in 

The Warehouse is focused on 

unsettling ambient noises like 

floorboards creaking, scuttling 

insects, low and persisting 

thrumming noises, and high-

pitched strings. 

When the player interacts 

with joke objects or falls vic-

tim of a harmless jump scare, 

audio clips of laughter or a 

horn blowing are triggered. 

These snippets of traditionally 

comedic types of 

sound aim to contribute 

to the game’s under-

stated comedy. 

Certain enemies make noise 

that can be heard from a dis-

tance from the player. If a 

clown is in a level, the player will 

hear a scary laugh every so of-

ten, potentially distracting them 

from their surroundings.  

When a player is detected by an enemy, the 

soft sound of a rapidly beating heart is trig-

gered. This subtly indicates to the player that 

they have been spotted. 

Audio files are pro-

grammed to accompa-

ny specific enemies, 

costumes, and items 

that are present in a 

game level so that aural 

consistency is main-

tained across all player 

created content. 

The faster the player is moving, the louder their foot-

falls become. The increase and decrease in volume 

serves as an auditory cue to inform the player of 

their speed and how noisy there are, which is vital 

information, especially during stealth levels. 
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The game space is chaotic, cluttered, and unnerving, serving to distract 

the player from noticing enemies, pressure plates, and other potential 

threats in their environment. 

As the player is in the store af-

ter hours, colours in the game 

will primarily be in shades of 

black and grey as the lighting 

will be dim and shadowy. 

However, there will be a few 

bright spots, to convey Spirit 

Halloween’s more whimsical 

nature and the game’s  

comedy theme. 

Players wander through the maze-like warehouse, with walls 

and shelves littered with various Spirit Halloween products, like 

crates of bones in the corners of rooms, severed hands on the 

floor, and hanged corpses dangling from the ceiling. 

Objects and items that play-

ers can interact with emit a 

weak golden glow when the 

player approaches it, ac-

companied with a high-

pitched shimmery noise, 

grabbing the player’s atten-

tion and informing them of 

the object’s potential.  

As The Warehouse includes levels that require 

stealth on the part of the player, crates, walls, 

and other environmental objects that players 

can hide behind also glow when the player ap-

proaches to inform them that these are places 

where enemies’ view is obstructed. 
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• Aligning with the horror trope of teenage slasher films, the player will be in control of an 

adolescent avatar. 

• To add a touch of comedy to the narrative, the player encounters a friendly ghost 

character that also acts as a guide. The ghost is easily frightened and disappears as 

soon as enemies are in the vicinity.   

• The main antagonist of the game is Dr. Zombie, the man responsible for bringing the 

animatronics of Spirit Halloween to life. At the end of each floor in the single-player 

campaign, his newest creation serves as the boss for the final battle. 

• The player must defeat each creation before finally taking on Dr. Zombie himself as the 

final boss and escaping the warehouse. 

• A full description of the opening scene can be found in Appendix 1. 

• The tone of the game is comedy horror, with a nod to the cliché 

horror tropes from film and TV. The theme of the game is similar to 

films such as Zombieland and games such as Costume Quest and 

Dead Rising. 
 

• Adding an element of comedy makes the game more accessible to 

a wider audience and also a younger demographic.  
 

• Though the single-player campaign does not solely focus on horror,  

player created levels can include more jump scares and horror 

elements for those seeking a more thrilling experience. 
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Quick Facts 

• 6-7 hours of premade gameplay with 

25 premade levels. 

• The player begins on the top floor of 

Spirit Halloween’s four-floor ware-

house, and must descend through 

the building in order to reach the exit 

and complete the narrative goal of 

escaping. Each floor marks a distinct 

increase in the difficulty of play. 

• Five or six distinct areas make up 

each floor, and these areas which 

constitute each individual level in the 

campaign. 

• Each floor has its own theme 

(graveyard, haunted zoo, dollhouse, 

creepy carnival) that determines 

what kinds of enemies, obstacles, 

and costumes players will find. 

The single-player campaign aims to teach players what the possibilities of the 

Level Builder are while simultaneously showing them the game’s mechanics. 

Once a player completes a level in the campaign, they unlock any new 

items, costumes, and/or enemies they encountered during play that they can 

then use in the Level Builder. 

To give the single-player 

campaign an element 

of replayability, achieve-

ments and special items 

are awarded to the 

player for completing 

certain challenges. 

Congratulations! You’ve collected 

500 pieces of candy! 

Congratulations! You’ve complet-

ed this level only wearing the snail 

costume and survived! 

Congratulations! You completed 

the entire campaign without the 

use of checkpoints! 
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• The levels in the single-player campaign aim to be en-

gaging, relatively challenging, and showcase various 

game elements to the player. 

• For example, on the topmost floor of the warehouse, 

levels are focused on having players encounter the 

most basic game elements like costumes, candy, and 

enemies. 

• Players can learn in a relatively safe environment so that 

they can apply  this knowledge in more complex sce-

narios and levels later on. 

• In regards to navigational puzzles in the game, the toolset used 

to create them is not particularly extensive but still allows for 

some engaging setups. 

• Costumes allow for gating, and levers and keys allow for lock-

ing players out of certain areas.  

• The player must figure out the order in which to wear various 

costumes in order to successfully pass all the gating. 

• In order to keep players engaged, enemies are placed in 

rooms that house these puzzles, so that players are forced to 

divide their attention between fighting/stealth and reaching 

the required keys and/or levers. 

• In stealth sections, it is important to note that enemies do not follow players 

through doors. Enemy behaviour is reset whenever a player passes through 

a door. 

• Stealth rooms are structured in a way to make it difficult for the player to 

bolt for the room ahead, while also allowing them to be able to quickly run 

to the door to the room behind them in case they are detected by an ene-

my. 

• To achieve this, buffer areas are designed before doors that proceed to 

new rooms. These buffer areas are small spaces without enemies and with a 

wall layout that forces the player to take turns before reaching the door. 
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See the following page for a 

step-by-step explanation of the 

play of this level. 
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This example level is a tutorial one, showcasing the Ninja costume and the com-

bat mechanics. 

• The player starts in a room with four doors. 

• To proceed the player needs to break the planks. 

• The only relevant item they find in the available rooms is the ninja costume. 

• Player learns that the planks are broken by standard attacks.  

• In the next corridor, the player fights a single enemy in order to let them ex-

periment with the basics of combat.  

• Once the player defeats the enemy, they reach the end of the corridor and 

forcibly trigger a trap. This trap spawns a large amount of enemies in the 

room. This is the player’s first experience with multiple enemy combat. 

• In the next room is a small, fun set piece that shows players that not all threats 

can be defeated with a fighting costume.  

• As the player enters the next room, they step on another pressure plate that 

triggers a rolling boulder. This boulder forces the player to run to the end of 

the corridor. A boulder was chosen because the goal was to suggest to the 

player that they do not have to fight but only run, and so a rock is explicitly 

something that is non-animated and unalive.  

• Once the player runs down to the end of the corridor to avoid the boulder, 

they find a key. This is to show the player how Locked Doors work. 

• The corridor is left empty to give the player a moment to recover. 

• After going back up the corridor and unlocking the door, players are met 

with a jump scare: there are enemies right in front the next door, and multiple 

enemy combat follows.  

• Once all the enemies in the room are dead, players find that they can open 

the doors. This reinforces the player’s knowledge of how the Pumpkin Doors 

work. The Pumpkin Doors here are in an expansive room, so it will be more 

obvious to the player than the first time they encountered a Pumpkin Door 

earlier in the level. This generally reinforces the knowledge of how the pump-

kin seal work. 

• An optional corridor loops around, providing a sense of place and non-

linearity to the level. The chest of candy placed in this corridor also functions 

to teach players that exploration will be rewarded.  

• The final test for player is the last hallway, which contains continuously 

spawning enemies. The player soon realizes that there’s no way to prevent 

the enemies from spawning, so they must make a run to the exit while avoid-

ing the enemies. 

• This puts the player in a situation where the ninja special ability is quite helpful 

in this situation as it allows players to move distances through enemies. This 

shows the player the contexts in which the ninja’s special ability proves use-

ful.  
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On the fourth and bottom-most 

floor of the warehouse, a player’s 

Scare-o-Meter doesn't slowly de-

crease anymore when the player is 

distant from enemies. Rather, the 

Scare-o-Meter empties at the start 

of each level. 

• Once the player reaches the 

third floor of the warehouse 

in the single-player cam-

paign, every time they pur-

chase a checkpoint, the 

price of purchasing their next 

checkpoint increases. 

• After purchasing their fifth 

checkpoint during the course 

of a singular level, the 

amount of candy required to 

be spent on the checkpoint 

is capped and no longer in-

creases. 

In the Level Builder, players 

have the option to choose 

whether checkpoints increase 

in price with each purchase 

during their level or whether the 

price stays the same. 

Enemies get stronger, costumes get more powerful, and the navigational puzzles 

grow more complex as the single-player campaign progresses. 

For an added amount of challenge, in the latter half of the campaign, the price 

of checkpoints increases and the Scare-o-Meter no longer  empties. 
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Endless hours of fun with community 

created levels! Players always have 

something new and interesting to ex-

plore. 

In the Level Builder, players can express 

their creativity and imagination with an 

easy to use interface and items to un-

lock. 

Experience the thrills and enjoyment of 

Spirit Halloween with content 

based off their products. 

A range of unique 

and fun costumes 

that keep the player 

engaged and add a 

new layer of depth to 

the fighting and 

stealth system. 

Candies, check-

points, and the Scare

-o-Meter! The player 

has many tough de-

cisions to make.  

Fully customisable Haunted Mansion for 

players to show off their trophies and 

invite their friends over. 

A surprise 

around every 

corner with pres-

sure plates that 

can be a trick or 

a treat! 
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Appendix 1 - Opening cutscene narrative 

 

Opening scene starts. The main character is driving their car, radio is on. They drive past 

trick or treaters wearing costumes along the way. 
 

Radio: (Broadcaster voice) Happy Halloween folks! Remember to stay safe while driving 

today and keep an eye out for trick or treaters.  (voice fades into background) 
 

Character: (Thinking to themselves) Can’t believe my costume didn’t arrive today..and 

now I have to buy one last minute. All the good ones are probably sold out too, GOD 

I’m going to look so stupid at this party. 
 

Radio: (sound is audible again) (Broadcaster voice) A safe Halloween is a Happy 

Halloween. (voice suddenly changes into Dr Zombies voice) You wouldn’t want it to 

turn into a nightmare would you?! AHHAHAAAA!!! (goes back to broadcaster) and now 

some music! (music plays) 
 

Character: (Thinking) They’re really trying hard this year..anyway I’m almost there. 
 

The character arrives and there are no other cars around. 
 

Character: Huh? Where the hell is everyone? Guess I’m the only idiot without a costume 

yet. 

The character starts walking through the car park, near the back entrance. 

. 

The character sees what they assume to be a little girl wearing a doll costume waiting by the 

back entrance. 
 

Character: Hey there, are you waiting for your parents? Are they inside? 
 

The girl doesn’t answer, she looks up at the character and says “You’re going to die tonight”. 
 

Character:: Yeah real funny. But serious- 
 

The girl walks towards the door and instead of opening it, she goes straight through it. 
 

Character:: Is this some kind of prank?? Hello?? 

The character opens the door and steps inside, with the door instantly slamming behind them. 
 

The camera is focused on the outside of the door, where the character cannot be seen but 

they can be heard banging on the door and screaming “LET ME OUT”. 
 

The logo/image of the game then appears and the game loads with the player in control. The 

player starts in a small, dark room. The player can run around the room, but can’t see a way 

out, the door they came through is locked. There is another door but this appears to be 

blocked from the other side. 
 

A light then appears in the centre of the room. As the player approaches, the form of the 

friendly ghost becomes visible. (Light is coming from the pumpkin it’s holding) 

 

Ghost: Oh hi...you scared me.  
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Appendix 2—Concept Art 

Design ideas for the 

user interface, 

depicting the life bar 

and scare-o-meter. 

Example of how 

the level builder 

grid system works 
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Brainstorming 

ideas for costumes.  

Early design 

for the 

avatar 

creator 
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Concept for 

the main menu 

Designs for the 

‘friendly ghost’ 

character 
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Designs and 

thoughts for 

possible enemies 

and their traits. 
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Early 

brainstorming 

ideas and 

concepts 


